
 

 

 

The Study 

Solomon urges his son to follow his counsel and pursue 

wisdom, which he centers on complete reliance on God. 

Pastor Lance began with an extended introduction 

affirming a classic, orthodox, traditional view of Truth 

as objective, unchanging, and resting in the authority of 

God. That is set over against the post-modern view of 

Truth as subjective, changing, and located in individual 

preference. 

A study of Proverbs that seeks to glean the wisdom 

that is its main subject would be pointless apart from a 

conviction the Bible is objectively true and is God’s 

inspired and inerrant Word. 

 

Vs. 1-2 • Solomon calls his son to “take to heart” his 

counsel because there is great reward in walking in 

wisdom. cf. Proverbs 3:14-15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vs. 3-4 • As jewelry adorns the body, virtue adorns the 

soul. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vs. 5-6 • Trust is a good one-word definition for what 

the Bible means by faith. The root-word translated 

“trust” originally meant to lean completely on 

something; to have a “careless confidence” in it. 

Solomon calls for complete, total dependence (“with 

all your heart”) on God. 

The Discussion 

Why is a belief in objective, unchanging truth necessary 
to a study and application of God’s Word? What 

happens when truth is downgraded to subjective and a 
matter of preference? 

What are some examples of post-modern preferential- 
truth and the confusion it yields? 

Objective truth is vital to any study of Scripture. Why is 
it especially important in a study of Proverbs? 

 

 

 

 

 

What is Solomon really calling his son to in v. 1? Why is 
obedience from the heart wiser than mere outward 

compliance? 

How and why is this good parenting? 

V. 2 attaches a promise to v. 1. How are we to understand 
the promises found in Proverbs? Are they iron-clad, every-

time-and-place, one-for-one guarantees or general 
principles? Why is remembering that important? 

Consider Proverbs 14:34. What happens when a large group 
of people align themselves with the wisdom principles found 
in Proverbs? What happens when they don’t just ignore that 

wisdom but make choices in contrast to it? 

Why is character far more critical to a happy and successful 
life than “looks?” 

Do you have a story of what Pastor Lance referred to; 
someone who looked good but proved to be a fool or 

someone who was visually unattractive but had a lovely soul? 

Why is virtue a more important quality than physical beauty? 
Be sure to affirm with the group that outward beauty doesn’t 
preclude a beautiful soul, while being outwardly unattractive 

isn’t evidence of inner beauty. What’s crucial is not to 
assume one or the other. 

Note the balance of “mercy (grace) and truth” Solomon sets 
in v. 3. Where else do we find this balance? Cf. John 1:14,16 

Consider Ephesians 4:15 

Note the emphasis in all 6 of these verses on “the heart.” 
What does that tell you about Solomon’s perspective on how 

he understands our relationship with God and how we live 
our daily lives? 

When it comes to God, can you be “too needy?” 


